
Ground
Temperature
Predictor (GTP)
THIS GROUND TEMPERATURE PREDICTOR (GTP) APPLICATION IS A
HYBRID PHYSICS AND MACHINE LEARNING SOFTWARE. 

Using datasets collected from governments
and researchers around the globe, with
total data points in the millions, the
algorithm was trained with Artificial
Intelligence (AI)/Machine Learning (ML)
using extensive hyperparameter searching,
statistical data processing, and traditional
thermodynamic modeling to ensure robust
data projections.

This software is continuously updated by the experts at Umny Inc. to further improve its accuracy and
speed. If you have questions, feedback, or experimental data you would like to test, please feel free to
send us an email. 

GTP leverages large quantities of data for key geospatial, topographical, 
geophysical, thermophysical, climatic, and human impact variables to generate
predictions.

This software has been thoroughly tested
against measured data and is comparable
to traditional calculation methods for
ground temperature when the thermal
properties of the ground in question have
already been measured.

When the values of ground
thermophysical properties (or historical
climate data) have not been directly
measured, then
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THE GTP FAR OUTPERFORMS
TRADITIONAL METHODS. 

The GTP not only achieves greater
accuracy: acquiring ground
temperature estimates with this
tool is many times faster and
easier than conventional methods.
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TOPOGRAPHICAL

CLIMATIC

Predicting accurate
ground temperature
with 3 user inputs.

GEOSPATIAL

Ground Temperature Predictor
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AI NEURAL
NETWORK 

HUMAN IMPACT

THERMOPHYSICAL &
GEOPHYSICAL

PHYSICS-BASED
ALGORITHMS

Using a Physics-Based Deep Learning technique to accurately predict the temperature below ground.

Traditional physics-based algorithms are
combined with novel features from
diverse global datasets to more accurately
characterize the complex systems affecting
ground temperature.
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IMPORTANCE OF KNOWING THE GROUND TEMPERATURE
Ground temperature is an extremely important variable in many different fields. From
construction to agriculture, knowing the temperature of the earth beneath our feet can
have a big impact on the timing, scale, and design of projects. 

The ground is a complex material: its properties
change by depth, location, and time. Additionally,
the ground is porous, containing several materials
of liquid, solid, and gas in various compositions by
depth, location, and time. For these reasons,
researchers and designers commonly use many
simplifications and assumptions in order to roughly
characterize the ground. 

Increasing interest in sustainable geothermal
energy has also stimulated renewed interest in
achieving a more refined understanding of the
soil temperature profile varying by depth and
climate zones. The importance of this variable is
obvious in the field of renewable energy with geo-
exchange, as seen in Ground-Source Heat Pumps
(GSHPs). Using specialized components, this
industry is able to generate heating and cooling for
buildings with less energy use than conventional
methods – all without the need for burning of fuel.
These systems are gaining popularity around the
world, and are sure to be a key feature in our
future global energy.  

However, the design and heating/cooling ability of
these systems is directly tied to the climate and
location of the building, and the surrounding soil
thermal conditions e.g., the local ground
temperature variations in contact with the
borehole heat exchangers (BHEs).

Without accurate soil temperature modeling,
GSHPs can be drastically over, or under-sized - and
may fail in the future due to ground thermal
imbalance (GTI) effects. Engineers who design
these systems require as much detail about the
ground as can be accurately provided to ensure
their components will behave as expected. For
example, the effects of incorrect evaluation of the
local ground heat exchange can lead to invalid BHE
design (the pipe length, BHEs spacing and layout),
therefore affecting the installation and operational
costs of the system, and its long-term energy
performance.  

The ground temperature is a key variable in the
design of geothermal energy.

Our GTP app provides a trusted and accurate
AI predictor to remotely access and explore
the ground temperature globally, anywhere,
at any depth and time of the year. 

Without accurate soil temperature modeling,
GSHPs can be drastically over, or under-sized -

and may fail to generate their expected
capacity in the future.

With GTP, you can predict the temperature
below ground in nearly all areas of earth
(from urban to arctic to deserts), from
shallow to deep depths, for 365 different
days of the year. 

GTP
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Knowing the temperature of the ground can have direct
environmental, economic, and technological benefits. 

Offers the users an effective tool for finding, integrating, and reusing global data of
spatiotemporal ground temperature predictions. GTP enables global data collection of
soil thermal behavior to the public. 

Promotes learning involved in soil applications. GTP app predictions can educate
students and researchers to improve understanding of the earth-ground energy
processes and its interdependencies with all of the other soil components. Leading to
the identification of important physical dynamics, relationships, and coupling between
the complex energy systems affecting the ground.

Replaces and/or updates the use of less accurate analytical models adopted by
researchers, geoscientists and engineers to estimate ground temperature variation
with time and soil depth. 

Reduces the need for expensive field experiments to characterize and monitoring the
soil temperature, or can act as a pre-testing tool to aid geotechnical engineers in
validation and increasing understanding of the site before a project starts. 

Helps gain insights to the ground thermal behavior in permafrost regions to identify
vulnerable areas that are at risk due to the warming climate.  For example, the data
collected from the GTP app can accelerate many engineering designs and agriculture
practices to mitigate extreme climate events such as permafrost thawing (which is
leading to methane generation), soil erosion, flooding, desertification, wildfires and
more.  

Validates CFD-based numerical models and research, by comparing the numerical
results with GTP predictions. This then improves the accuracy of local geothermal heat-
exchange simulations that are valuable for feasibility, research, and design of GSHP
systems.  

Justifies and/or updates thermodynamic derivations and assumptions used in
theoretical methods.  

Allows for the rough approximation of frost depths and dates for agriculture and
construction.

GTP

OTHER BENEFITS OF THE GTP APP:
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COMPARISON OF GTP TO CONVENTIONAL
CALCULATION METHODS

Fast and Simple, no pre-calculations are
required.
Easily gathered inputs, only need to know
the location, depth below the surface, and
date.
Based on real measured data, to predict the
actual variability of trends.
Accounts for ground's heterogeneous
properties by soil layers.
Includes soil features that are mostly
ignored by conventional methods, such as
surface cover, precipitation rates, and many
other physical properties for key geospatial,
topographical, geophysical, thermophysical,
climatic, and human impact variables.

Conventional Predictions
Hybrid AI & Physics Model Numerical & Theoretical Models

Complex and time-consuming, especially
with many dependent ground properties
affecting coupled thermohydraulic processes.
For example, finite-element analysis tools
used for CFD modeling, are computationally
expensive to solve since the ground thermal
behavior is a highly non-linear
thermodynamics problem.  
Difficult to find benchmark data or gather
sparsely/intermittently available data. 
Challenging to specify parameter sets for
amorphous soil physical properties and
determine accurate boundary/initial
conditions. In fact, the soil properties can
change drastically from one location to the
other over seasons due to the presence of
varying geographies, stratigraphy, vegetation
types, groundwater dynamics and different
climatic conditions in different regions of the
Earth. Conventional models need to be
recreated for each variation.
Mostly fail to be accurate when relying on
curve fitting mathematical methods with
high data interpolation or extrapolation errors.  
Mostly disregard the differences in the
ground’s properties in heterogenous soil
layers.
Mostly ignore the effects of land-use type.

The ground is a complex substances
that machine learning is uniquely
capable of characterizing compared
to traditional calculation methods.

Global and spatial variabilities in
the ground are typically lost in
conventional models, but are
included in the GTP algorithms.
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Validated with measured data from around the
world, the absolute temperature difference (or
error) of the predictions to the actual values are
grouped by four major location zones.

GTP

View Full
Validation

MODEL ACCURACY BY LOCATION
AND DEPTH
LOCATION ACCURACY ZONES

It can be seen that the tool is slightly less
accurate in arctic and extreme desert zones, but
still highly accurate across all regions.

To view more details on
category definitions and
validation data, visit our
accuracy page.

NO-GO ZONES:
Our tool cannot be used for predictions in
Antarctica or in large bodies of water such as
oceans or lakes. 

DEPTH ACCURACY ZONES

SURFACE DEPTH ZONE:
The top 0.4 m of soil temperatures are primarily a result of the recent weather in that location. Because it is
challenging to accurately predict exact future weather conditions, our predictions tend to be less accurate at
the ground surface.

MEDIUM DEPTH ZONE:
Below 0.4 m and down to 10-20 m (depending on the location) is the Seasonal Variability Zone. Ground
temperatures at these depths are still influenced by the weather at the surface, but the effects are muted, so
that the temperature curves at these depths tend to remain relatively constant year-to-year, which is why we
are able to predict temperatures at these depths accurately.

DEEP DEPTH ZONE:
Below about 10-20m depth, the ground temperatures tend to be much more static, and don't usually show
any variation based on the time of year. However, there are many factors (including groundwater flows,
effects from the Earth's core, and past climate trends, rock/subsoil stratigraphy), that create high variability in
temperatures at these depths. Our tool accurately predicts temperature in the Deep Zone for most areas, but
is slightly less accurate in the arctic and extreme deserts at this depth. 

GRID RESOLUTION
GTP predictions are pin-point accurate, meaning the accuracy of the AI model is the same as the accuracy in
the temperature predicted at the exact point selected. However, due to the grid resolution of global datasets,
we expect the temperature variations between areas to be accurate for distances greater than 200 m apart.
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Validation comparisons between GTP results and measured data
were grouped by zone. 
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View Full
Validation

DATA VALIDATION AND TIME
RESOLUTION

To view more details on
category definitions and
validation data, visit our
accuracy page.

TIME RESOLUTION

DAILY AVERAGE FOR A CHARACTERISTIC YEAR:
The temperature predictions given by our tool are best thought of as daily averages: ie. on the day of the year
you choose, what is the temperature at that depth likely to be on average in the next few years (since this
version of the app does not yet account for potential long-term future climate change). However, in reality
ground temperatures do not fluctuate noticeably on an hourly timescale except very close to the surface, so a
daily average value is effectively the same as a specific point in time value when looking at our recommended
depth range (0.4-180 m).

SEASONAL LAG:
If you are trying to determine the minimum or maximum ground temperatures at a location you will need to
account for "seasonal lag". Seasonal lag means that temperature changes at the surface of the soil take time
to travel downwards. 

If the coldest day of the year (in terms of air temperature) in your location is, for example, February 1st, the
coldest temperature of the year at 1 m depth may be several weeks later than February 1st, and as you go
deeper you will need to add more and more time to find the coldest ground temperature day of the year
(sometimes many months). The same applies for the warmest ground temperature day of the year. The actual
magnitude of this "seasonal lag" depends on many of the earth climate variables. 

VALIDATION & ML METHODS

In order to achieve high accuracy with
the GTP, the machine learning was
carefully trained with thorough statistical
sorting and feature selection. 

Training, testing, and validation datasets
were isolated from each other and
defined by their uniqueness to make the
testing and validation as difficult as
possible for the AI. To compensate for
the sparseness and variety of geoscience
data, the machine learning was
combined with physics-informed
algorithms to create a robust model
without overfitting.

Validation comparisons between GTP results and measured data were made
across a wide range of ground temperatures. 
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